13-16 September 2018
Centro Cultural de Belém

Lisbon

Portugal

WELCOME
to the European Jazz Conference
2018, the most important annual
meeting of professionals from the jazz
sector in Europe, in particular of music
promoters, managers, agents and
national/regional support organisations.
The Conference is composed of
inspiring keynote speeches, high-level
discussion groups and workshops,
networking sessions for professionals,
cultural visits, a showcase festival of the
best artists from the host country,
this year Portugal, and a Fringe programme
of events during the evenings of the
Conference days.

#europejazz18
www.europejazz.net

12 SEPT.

PROGRAMME
OUTLINE
21.30
FRINGE: Mário Costa “Oxy Patina” Teatro Capitólio

13.00
Registration opens CCB Main Entrance - Foyer S1

13 SEPT.

ONLY FOR EJN MEMBERS
15.00
Welcome of EJN members CCB S1
15.15
6 parallel working groups on EJN activities CCB S7/9/10/11/12/16
16.30
Formal EJN General Assembly 2018 CCB S1

OPEN TO ALL

14 SEPT.

22.00
OPENING GALA CONCERT
Orquestra Jazz de Matosinhos with guests CCB Main Auditorium
22.30
FRINGE: Joana Machado "Lifestories" Hot Clube de Portugal

10.00
Registration opens CCB Main Entrance - Foyer S1
10.30
Opening ceremony CCB Main Auditorium
11.00
KEYNOTE SPEECH by Maria João CCB Main Auditorium
11.45
PANEL DEBATE: Portuguese Jazz in the European context CCB Main Auditorium
14.00
SHOWCASE #1: IMPERMANENCE CCB Small Auditorium
15.00
5 parallel discussion groups on sharing expertise CCB S5/7/9/10/16
16.30
6 parallel Heritage Walks in the area of Belém
18.00
SHOWCASE #2: Bode Wilson Trio CCB Small Auditorium

21.30
FRINGE: Espen Eriksen Trio with Andy Sheppard CCB Main Auditorium
22.30
FRINGE: Pedro Segundo / Ross Stanley Hot Clube de Portugal
23.30
FRINGE: Eduardo Cardinho Trio LX Factory - Ler Devagar
00.30
FRINGE: Lisbon Underground Music Ensemble LX Factory - Ler Devagar

14 SEPT.

19.10
SHOWCASE #3: Axes CCB Small Auditorium

10.00
Registration opens CCB Main Entrance - Foyer S1
KEYNOTE SPEECH by François Pachet CCB Main Auditorium

10.30
11.15

10.30
Cultural tours of the city of Lisbon start from CCB Central Square
14.30
Repetition of the cultural tour Option 1 start from CCB Central Square
17.00
FRINGE: Mazarin/ John Player Special Festival Outjazz

16 SEPT.

14.00
SHOWCASE #4: Pedro Melo Alves’ Omniae Ensemble CCB Small Auditorium
14.45
Tai Chi CCB Central Square
16.00
KIDS CAN concert CCB Central Square
16.30
Public presentation of EJN activities CCB Small Auditorium
17.00
Final plenary and presentation of EJC2019 CCB Small Auditorium
18.30
SHOWCASE #5: Quarteto Beatriz Nunes CCB Small Auditorium
19.10
SHOWCASE #6: TGB CCB Small Auditorium
21.30
FRINGE: Bugge Wesseltoft “New Conception of Jazz” CCB Main Auditorium
22.30
FRINGE: André Carvalho Group Hot Clube de Portugal
23.30
FRINGE: Rodrigo Amado Trio LX Factory - Ler Devagar
00.30
FRINGE: André Fernandes’ Centauri LX Factory - Ler Devagar

15 SEPT.

PANEL DEBATE: Leading from the Edge CCB Main Auditorium

On the occasion of the European Year of Cultural Heritage 2018, it is
fitting that we head south to a capital city on one of Europe’s most
westerly shores, Lisbon, because our theme for this Conference is an
invitation to explore the very concepts of periphery and discuss all
that which sits on the edge and that which defines, both literally and
figuratively, our own edginess.
Geographically, Europe is framed on all sides, by cultural and
creative edges whose very fringes help define its core. Historically,
the myriad cultural collisions evidenced across the continent are a
large part of what makes Europe the diverse cultural melting pot that
it is today. It’s reasonable therefore to infer that these peripheries
play a large part in defining Europe as a whole. And it is this

uniqueness that spurs creativity and collaborations which constantly
shape new identities.
And so it goes for music. Peripheries and edges also help define the
boundaries of our own creativity. We stand at an increasingly
important intersection of technology and the arts, a junction where
the choices artists have to create are vast and the industry itself is
rapidly changing. How will we define our edges in the coming years
and decades? More importantly, how can we lead and shape these
new frontiers and redefine cultural value in the digital age? We don’t
want to sit in the middle. We prefer the boundaries we create
ourselves and, just like our geography, the often unseen vanguards
of musical creativity exist only on the edge.

DETAILED
PROGRAMME

THURSDAY 13 SEPTEMBER 2018

THURSDAY 13 SEPTEMBER 2018

13.00
Registration opens
CCB Main Entrance - Foyer S1

FOR EJN MEMBERS ONLY
15.00 - 15.15
Welcome of EJN members and celebration of EJN Award
for Adventurous Programming 2018 / Announcement of EJN Award
for Social Inclusion 2018
S1, Luis de Freitas Branco

15.15 - 16.15
6 parallel working groups on progressing EJN activities
Artistic Exchange Platform
S7, Sophia de Mello Breyner Andresen
Digital tools / Streaming group
S9, Maria Helena Viera da Silva
Social Inclusion
S10, Amadeo de Sousa-Cardoso

Jazz for Young People
S12, Daciano da Costa
National Organisations
S16, Vianna da Motta
16.30 - 18.30
Formal EJN General Assembly
S1, Luis de Freitas Branco

OPEN TO ALL
22:00 - 23:30
Opening Gala Concert
CCB Main Auditorium
Orquestra Jazz de Matosinhos with guests:
Maria João (voc)
João Paulo Esteves da Silva (piano)
João Mortágua (sax)

and João Barradas (accordion )

THURSDAY 13 SEPTEMBER 2018

Gender Balance
S11, Cottinello Telmo

FRIDAY 14 SEPTEMBER 2018

FRIDAY 14 SEPTEMBER 2018

10.00
Registration opens
CCB Main Entrance - Foyer S1
10.30 - 11.00
Opening ceremony and welcome addresses
Main Auditorium
11.00 - 11.45
Keynote speech #1,
Maria João (PT) “Journeys on the Edge”
Main Auditorium
In her keynote speech, Portuguese singer Maria João will talk
about her career on the edge of music genres and definitions,
and more in general about the creativity and innovation that
spurs from the intersections of different cultures and the
added value that this bring.
11.45 - 13.00
Open panel debate, “Portuguese jazz in the European context”
Main Auditorium
The panel debate will discuss how Portuguese jazz musicians
/promoters position themselves in the overall European context
and how they deal with other countries of Europe in terms of
collaborations and artistic exchanges and which trends and
opportunities exist for the future.
Beatriz Nunes (musician, PT)
Pedro Guedes (Director of the Orquestra Jazz de Matosinhos, PT)
Pedro Costa (Clean Feed label manager and promoter, PT)
Rui Eduardo Paes (author, journalist and promoter, PT)
Pedro Cravinho (author and researcher, PT)
Moderator:
Francesco Martinelli (author, jazz historian, Siena Jazz Archive Director, IT)

13.00 - 14.00
S4, Vitorino Nemésio
14.00 - 14.40
Portuguese Showcase Festival #1
Small Auditorium
IMPERMANENCE
15.00 - 16.30
5 parallel discussion groups on sharing expertise and
knowledge between music professionals
JAZZ- THE MEDIUM AND THE MESSAGE:
What are the latest marketing trends across Europe and
what will things look like in 10 years’ time? How do we
harness new technology to promote our music?
S5, Fernando Pessoa
Scott Cohen (The Orchard, UK)
GLOBAL PERSPECTIVES:
What’s new in approaches to jazz
programming worldwide
S7, Sophia de Mello Breyner Andresen
Adam Schatz (NYC Winter JazzFest, USA)
Jan Bang (musician/Punkt Festival, NO)
Paul Mason (Australia Council for the Arts, AUS)
Moderator:
Jan Ole Otnæs (Nasjonal Jazzscene - Victoria, NO)
JAZZ AND CITY SPACES:
Developing a jazz strategy
within an overall music strategy for a city
S9, Maria Helena Viera da Silva
Azucena Micó (Sound Diplomacy, ES)

FRIDAY 14 SEPTEMBER 2018

Lunch at CCB

FRIDAY 14 SEPTEMBER 2018

JAZZ WHO’S COMING?
What do our members know about
their audiences and does the picture vary across Europe?
S10, Amadeo de Sousa-Cardoso
Tina Heine (Salzburg Jazz & the City, AU)
JAZZ RESEARCH: WHAT’S BEEN DONE AND WHAT’S NEW?
The impact of Jazz Festivals
presentation of existing works plus new
areas of research underway
S16, Vianna da Motta
Tony Whyton (Royal Birmingham Conservatoire, UK)
16.30 - 18.00
6 parallel heritage walks in the area of Belém
After the successful experience at the European Jazz
Conference 2017 in Ljubljana, and on the occasion of the
European Year of Cultural Heritage, participants will split
in 6 parallel groups that will walk to a museum/heritage
space in the area of Belém where a storyteller/author will
tell a story on the theme of “ON THE EDGE”. After this the
groups will go back to CCB for the showcase programme.

Francesco Martinelli (autor and jazz historian, IT)
to Popular Art Museum
João Seixas (geographer, PT)
to Jardim do Império
Miguel Seabra (actor and director, PT)
to Mosteiro dos Jerónimos

Manuel Graça Dias (architect, PT)
to Teatro Lu.Ca
Alyn Shipton (author and BBC Radio 3 presenter, UK)
to Mosteiro dos Jerónimos
18.30 - 19.50
Portuguese Showcase Festival #2
Small Auditorium
Bode Wilson Trio
Axes
20.00 - 21.30
Dinner at CCB
S4, Vitorino Nemésio
21:30 - 02:00
Fringe Programme: Espen Eriksen Trio with Andy Sheppard
at CCB Main Auditorium & other events happening around
the city (details in the next pages)

FRIDAY 14 SEPTEMBER 2018

Silvia Sardeira (promoter, Jazz i Parken, SE/PT)
to Museu de Marinha

SATURDAY 15 SEPTEMBER 2018

SATURDAY 15 SEPTEMBER 2018
10.00
Registration opens
CCB Main Entrance - Foyer S1
10.30 - 11.15
Keynote speech #2,
François Pachet (FR):
“Artificial Intelligence in composition and improvisation”
Main Auditorium
François Pachet is currently the Director of the Spotify
Creator Technology Research Lab in Paris. In his speech he
will talk about his life-long research on artificial
intelligence and neural networks in relation to the creation
of new music and live improvisation with, or by,
AI machines, work that he also previously developed as
Director of the SONY Computer Science Laboratory in Paris.
He will discuss what these new technologies will bring to
music production and presentation in the future.
11.15 - 12.45
Panel discussion
“Leading From The Edge: How technology will affect
creators, consumers and companies in the Digital Age”
Main Auditorium
This Panel will discuss how technology is fundamentally
changing both the traditional dynamics of the music
industry, as well as our fundamental interactions with it as
creators, curators, custodians and consumers. It will plot a
course for industry members through these paradigm
shifts, focusing on some key inevitable changes that we will
all face over the next 10 to 20+ years.
Audience expectations are also changing, particularly
amongst ‘digital natives’. Acknowledging that we must be
as innovative in our presentation as the music that we
represent, this panel will look steadfastly forward to equip
ourselves for some potentially seismic shifts across the
music industry.

Francois Pachet (Spotify Creator Technology Research Lab, FR)

Scott Cohen (The Orchard, UK)
Moderator:
Kenneth Killeen (Improvised Music Company, IE)
12.45 - 13.00
Group photo
Main Auditorium
13.00 - 14.00
Lunch at CCB
S4, Vitorino Nemésio
14.00 - 14.40
Portuguese Showcase Festival #3
Small Auditorium
Pedro Melo Alves’ Omniae Ensemble
14.45 - 15.15
A bit of Tai Chi
Central Square
15.30 - 16.00
Free networking time to continue the discussions of the
previous days
16.00 - 16.15
KIDS CAN concert
Central Square
A European Jazz Tour for young musicians and journalists from
Portugal, Estonia and Denmark aged 9-17. On stage, you’ll find
the young musicians from Hot Clube de Portugal’s Escola de
Jazz, who took part in Kids Can 2018. Kids Can was initiated by
JazzDanmark and developed in collaboration with Hot Clube de
Portugal's Escola de Jazz Luiz Villas-Boas in Lisbon and JazzKaar,
Tallinn. The project is supported by the Creative Europe
Programme of the European Union.

SATURDAY 15 SEPTEMBER 2018

Kelly Snook (music producer and technologist, USA)

16.30 - 17.00

SATURDAY 15 SEPTEMBER 2018

Public presentation of EJN activities
Official launch of the book "The History of European Jazz The Music, Musicians and Audience in Context" (Equinox
Publishing), and adoption of the "EJN Manifesto on Gender
Balance in Jazz and Creative Music"
Small Auditorium
17.00 - 17.30
Final plenary and presentation from EJC 2019 hosts
Small Auditorium
18.30 - 19.50
Portuguese Showcase Festival #4
Small Auditorium
Quarteto Beatriz Nunes
TGB
20.00 - 21.30
Dinner at CCB
S4, Vitorino Nemésio
21.30 - 02.00
Fringe Programme: Bugge Wesseltoft's New Conception of Jazz
at CCB Main Auditorium & other events happening around the
city (details in the next pages)

SUNDAY 16 SEPTEMBER 2018

Option 1
From S. Jorge Castle
to Fado Museum

Lisbon historical and cultural roots
After Dom Afonso Henriques conquered Lisbon in 1147, to
become the first king of Portugal, S. Jorge Castle began its
golden age as home for the royalty. One of the most
remarkable monuments in Lisbon, this Castle is a national
monument that occupies a privileged area of the old
medieval citadel (alcáçova) and consists of the castle, ruins
of the former royal palace and part of the neighborhood
for the nobility. The walk to Fado Museum goes through
Alfama, a Lisbon typical quarter where you can find many
nice restaurants with Fado live performances. At last, Fado
Museum celebrates Fado’s exceptional value as an
identifying symbol of the City of Lisbon and its deep roots
in the tradition and cultural history of the country.
Duration: 2h30m
Maximum number of participants: 40 p.
Repeats in the afternoon at 14.30
Option 2

From Marvila’s Municipal Library
to the National Tile Museum

Lisbon’s trendy oriental region
Marvila’s library is the largest Municipal library in the city.
It was opened to the public in November 2016 with the
best conditions possible and a close relation to the
population. It is located in Marvila, a civil parish away from
the city centre that is nowadays the fastest growing
territory of the city. In the neighborhood you can enjoy the
street art murals on some of the buildings around. The
National Tile Museum (Museu do Azulejo) is a 25 minute
walk from Marvila’s library. It is one of Portugal’s most
important national museums because of the singularity of
its tile (azulejo) collection and the uniqueness of the
building in which the Museum is located, the former Madre
de Deus Convent, founded in 1509 by Queen D. Leonor.
Duration: 2h30m
Maximum number of participants: 40 p.

SUNDAY 16 SEPTEMBER 2018

10.30 - onwards
Cultural tours of the city of Lisbon,
offered by the Lisbon Municipality
All tours start at CCB Central Square

Option 3
From Arpad Szenes-Vieira da Silva Foundation
to Basílica da Estrela and Campo de Ourique Market

SUNDAY 16 SEPTEMBER 2018

Lisbon traditional neighborhood

The Arpad Szenes-Vieira da Silva Foundation was created to
study and to promote the works of Vieira da Silva, one of
the most outstanding painter of the 20th century, as well as
her husband’s work, Arpad Szenes. After a 20 minutes
walking, you will reach Basilica da Estrela. It is one of the
most important 18th century buildings in Lisbon. Its
important features are the Baroque statues and the
harmonious interior where marble is used extensively. This
walk will take through Campo de Ourique, one of the most
traditional neighborhoods of Lisbon. The market, about 10
minutes away from the Basílica, has been the center of the
neighborhood since 1934. It was remodeled in 2013 and is
now a great place for brunch, lunch or just a coffee.
Duration: 3 hours
Maximum number of participants: 40 p.
Option 4
From Avenida da Índia Gallery
to Tropical Botanical Garden

Lisbon’s maritime past

Avenida da Índia Gallery is one of the six municipal
galleries. It was inaugurated in October 2015 and its
program intends to cross artists from different geographies
with contemporary works on the theme of colonial
memory, using diverse approaches and disciplines such as
anthropology or history. The Tropical Botanical Garden
(Jardim Botânico Tropical) is a 15 minute walk away, located
in one of Lisbon’s most visited areas, near Mosteiro dos
Jerónimos. It was created in 1906 and totally designed for
the purposes of education and scientific knowledge. There
you can find plants over 500 perennial species, of tropical
or subtropical origin. In 1940 it was also part of the scenery
for the world exhibition (Exposição do Mundo Português)
promoted by Salazar’s dictatorial regime.
Duration: 2 hours
Maximum number of participants: 40 p

Maria
João
Maria João has built a surprising and brilliant career, highlighted by her
performances in the world's most prestigious jazz festivals. Her career began
at the Hot Clube de Portugal jazz school, and crossed over the borders in just
a few years - Maria João became one of the few Portuguese singers to achieve
success and acclaim outside her country. Both the audience and the critics have
been unanimous in their applause and consider her "a voice that goes all the way
to the limit" and a "singer who is continually evolving".
Besides her long running partnership with Mário Laginha, Maria João's own
discography includes: “Sol”; “João”, an album dedicated to Brazil's popular music;
“Amoras e Framboesas”, with the Orquestra Jazz de Matosinhos;
and “Electrodoméstico” / "Plástico" with her most recent project, OGRE; Maria
João was the voice for "Agora Muda Tudo", a 2017 project under the baton
of Nuno Côrte-Real was recently awarded best classical work by portuguese
SPA awards; on the fall of 2017 she toured Europe alongside Egberto Gismonti, a
longtime inspiration.

KEYNOTE SPEAKER

She has worked internationally with prestigious artists such as Aki Takase,
Bobo Stenson, Christof Lauer, Gilberto Gil, Joe Zawinul, Laureen Newton, Lenine,
Guinga, Wolfgang Muthspiel, Trilok Gurtu, Ralph Towner, Manu Katché,
Brussels Jazz Orchestra, Frankfurt Big Band, and many others;
her portfolio also includes a duet with Bobby McFerrin.

François
Pachet
François Pachet is Director of the Spotify Creator Technology Research

Lab since 2017. At Spotify he designs the next generation of AI-based tools
for musicians. Prior to Spotify, François Pachet has been director of the SONY
Computer Science Laboratory Paris. At SONY he set up a music research
working on interactive music listening,composition and performance.
He conducted the ERC-funded Flow Machines project, during which he
developed technologies for style imitation under user constraints.
This project produced the first mainstream music title: “Daddy’s car”.

KEYNOTE SPEAKER

He then created the label Flow Records, which released “Hello World”,
the first music album composed with Artificial Intelligence.
“Hello World” is the result of the collaboration between AI,
Benoit Carré (aka SKYGGE) and many other musicians.
He is also a jazz guitarist, and composer and performer of 2 music albums.

Kelly Snook

SPEAKER

Professor Kelly Snook is a music producer,
sound designer, aerospace engineer, and
data sonification researcher based in
Brighton, UK and Portland, Oregon.
She currently serves as Professor of Media
Arts Technology at the University of
Brighton where she built and directs the
university’s Fab Lab. She spent two decades
as a NASA Research Scientist with a focus
on Mars and the moon before turning her
attention to music full-time in 2010 when
she joined Imogen Heap as her studio
manager and musical assistant. Her current
research project is the development of Concordia, an immersive musical instrument
for scientific exploration based on the work of Johannes Kepler, which allows
people to experience and play the music of the spheres. Since 2001, she has run her
own recording studio, called "It's Not Rocket Science Studios," composing,
arranging, producing, recording, and mixing her own music and music by
independent musicians.

Adam Schatz

SPEAKER

Adam Schatz does too much at once and
often likes it that way. As a song-writer and
performer, he leads the band Landlady, who
have released three records, and toured
around the world to audiences very small
and reasonably large. As an event organizer,
he co-produces the NYC Winter Jazzfest
and created the Improvised Round Robin
Duets event now used by the Red Bull
Music Academy, and has organized various
other improvisation themed one-offs.
As a hoarder of gear, he recently opened
the Chamber Of Commerce recording
studio in Ditmas Park, and records made there have already started to see the light
of day, including a monster new one from folk artist Anna Egge. He produced the
new album from Renata Zeiguer and it’s pretty special if you like that sort of thing.
As a person who burns himself, he bakes sourdough bread and has a secret recipe
for apple cider donuts.

Photo (c) Luca Vitali

Jan Bang is a Norwegian musician and
record producer, known from several
albums and collaborations over many
years with musicians like Sidsel
Endresen, David Sylvian, Jon Hassell,
Tigran Hamasyan, Nils Petter Molvær,
Eivind Aarset, Arve Henriksen and Erik
Honoré - the latter of which he
co-founded the Punkt festival with in
2005. He is one of Norway’s most
accomplished and influential producers
and the epithet electronics guru has
stayed with him for a long time and with
good reason. Bang is the kind of musical innovator and bridge-builder who
consistently manages to balance progressive thinking with popular appeal.
He is always looking for ways of moving music and people forward, and by
creating new meeting places and musical intersections. Bang is a professor
of electronic music at the University of Agder, Norway.

SPEAKER

Jan Bang

Azucena Micó

SPEAKER

Azucena studied English Philology at
the University of Barcelona and holds a
postgraduate course on Cultural
Policies, a Masters Degree in Cultural
Management and a Masters Degree in
Cultural Production and
Communication, for which she has
written a thesis on the social impact of
music in cities. She joined Sound
Diplomacy in 2013, and since then has
managed some of the company's
biggest projects, including country
analysis and music strategies. As Senior
Project Manager she is working in music city strategies for Vancouver, Huntsville
(Alabama), and North West Arkansas; a two-year project to strengthen the
Cuban music industry through UNIDO (United Nations Industrial Development
Organization); and is the coordinator of Fabra i Coats Creative Factory Music
Committee, among others. She is guest lecturer at Universitat Blanquerna Ramon
Llull in Barcelona.

Scott Cohen

SPEAKER

Scott Cohen is the co-founder of digital
distribution pioneer The Orchard.
The Orchard is the world’s leading
distributor of music, film and video with
operations in 30 global territories.
As a well-recognized public speaker and
lecturer, Scott travels the world
evangelizing new business models for the
digital age. Scott’s music career started in
the late 80’s in independent and major label
artist management. In addition to his
responsibilities at The Orchard, he manages
the Raveonettes, Dan Owen and Fallulah.
Scott is a human rights activist and strict vegan. No meat, fish, cheese, milk, honey,
leather, wool or anything else derived from an animal. And did you know he is also
a cyborg?

Paul Mason

SPEAKER

Paul Mason has been Director for Music at
the Australia Council since 2009.
In that time he has led an extensive
expansion of the diversity of music practices
supported by the Council. Paul started his
career programming live music venues in
Sydney, specialising in jazz and
contemporary popular music, as well as
curating a number of festivals. Before
joining the Australia Council in 2009 he
worked for the Australian Broadcasting
Corporation managing major projects in the
technology and distribution division. Paul
has been a Board member of Music Australia where he led research into the impact
of local content regulations for radio. He was President of Music NSW and a Board
member of Sydney radio station FBi 94.5, where he played a key role in the
campaign for a permanent licence for the station. A long time ago he played bass
in public, but not anymore.

CCB Main Auditorium

FESTIVAL

PORTUGUESE
SHOWCASE

Friday 14 September, 14.00, CCB Small Auditorium
Susana Santos Silva
trumpet
João Pedro Brandão
alto saxophone and flute
Hugo Raro
piano
Torbjörn Zetterberg
double bass
Marcos Cavaleiro
drums

Contact
Susana Santos Silva
sssusanamss@gmail.com

IMPERMANENCE
In music, as in life, the impermanence
of things is the only truth that feeds
the development and creativity of our
existence. The existence of everything
after all. When we realize what
something is, that something is no
longer the same. Or is it us looking at
it in a different way? This is then the
reason why this music recreates and
transforms itself at every moment and
never repeats itself. “Impermanence”
is a hard to categorize album. It
brings composed pieces, with strong
themes and arrangements, yet it also
deliberately colors outside the lines,
disorienting listeners who thought
they were on an easy ride, and
obviously also offering a lot of space
for improvisation.

Friday 14 September, 18.30, CCB Small Auditorium

BODE WILSON
TRIO
Bode Wilson is a collective of three
of the most active musicians in
Portuguese jazz scene, with two
albums edited of original music.
The freedom intrinsic to this
formation, serve as support for a
song that pretends contemplative,
changeable and energetic.
Sceneries are planned so diverse
as to remember arid landscapes,
crowded fairs, a rusty toy or a bush ...

João Pedro Brandão
alto sax/flute
Demian Cabaud
double bass
Marcos Cavaleiro
drums

Contact
Marcos Cavaleiro
marcoscavaleirodrums@gmail.com

Friday 14 September, 19.10, CCB Small Auditorium
João Mortágua
alto/soprano sax
José Soares
alto sax
Hugo Ciríaco
tenor sax
Rui Teixeira
bari sax
Pedro Vasconcelos
drums/percussions
Alex Rodriguez-Lázaro
drums/percussions

Contact
João Mortágua
joaomortagua@gmail.com

AXES
The most recent project by saxophonist and composer João Mortágua,
highlighted since the beginning of
his career as one of the most secure
values among the portuguese jazz
scene. With this group, Mortágua
explores the textures of four saxes
and two drums, achieving a contemporary sound, deeply marked by his
distinctive artistic identity, that
characterizes his several musical
explorations. The debut album,
released in June by Carimbo
Porta-Jazz, was very well received
(recently won the prize of Portuguese
Album of the Year) and the band has
been playing a lot around the
country.

Saturday 15 September, 14.00, CCB Small Auditorium

PEDRO MELO
ALVES’S OMNIAE
ENSEMBLE
The jazz drummer and composer
started his musical career in
rock/fusion projects before studying
drums, jazz and classical piano and
composition. Since then, he won
various awards as musician (ensemble
and solo) as well as composer in
Portugal and Spain, including the
Composition Award Bernardo Sassetti
2016, which resulted in recording his
first album “Omniae Ensemble” as
composer and bandleader, recorded
2017 with the newly founded Omniae
Ensemble (Ensemble Portugal em Jazz
2016). The record is featuring his
winning original compositions as well
as arrangements of compositions by
Bernardo Sassetti. He is one of the
first artists to be signed and
published by NISCHO,
founded in 2017.

Pedro Melo Alves
drums
José Soares
saxophone
Gileno Santana
trumpet
Xavi Sousa
trombone
José Diogo Martins
piano
Luís Eurico Costa
guitar
Filipe Louro
double bass

Contact
Inês Lobo (Booking agent)
booking@nischo.com

Saturday 15 September, 18.30, CCB Small Auditorium
Beatriz Nunes
vocals
Luís Barrigas
piano
Mário Franco
double bass
Jorge Moniz
drums

Contact
Beatriz Nunes
beatrizvnunes@hotmail.com

QUARTETO
BEATRIZ NUNES
Quarteto Beatriz Nunes was formed in
2012 by Jorge Moniz on drums, Mário
Franco on double bass, pianist Luís
Barrigas and singer Beatriz Nunes.
The project arises from the interest in
the vocal Portuguese repertoire, from
traditional Portuguese music to Jazz.
In addition to the original repertoire
by Beatriz Nunes, in the beginning
the group was also interested on
Portuguese songwriters such as José
Afonso, Fausto or José Mário Branco.
Beatriz Nunes has traveled a path
between classical music and jazz,
therefore the group seeks for a clean,
crystalline and raw sonority. In 2011
marks the beginning of Beatriz
collaboration in Madredeus as lead
singer, with whom she recorded two
studio albums and toured. In 2018
Beatriz Nunes is presenting her first
album “Canto Primeiro”, recorded with
GDA Foundation support, Antena 2
and with Sintoma Records label.

Saturday 15 September, 19.10, CCB Small Auditorium

TGB
TGB is not necessarily a Portuguese
translation of "The Greatest Band".
In this case, the acronym only refers
to the instrumentation: Tuba, Guitarra
e Bateria (tuba, guitar and drums).
TGB is an unusual jazz trio, formed
(2003) of some of the most
uncompromising and acclaimed
musicians in Portugal: Sérgio Carolino
- Tuba, Mário Delgado - Guitar and
Alexandre Frazão - Drums. They have
recorded "Tuba, guitar and drums"
(2004), "Evil Things" (2010) and are
currently preparing a new CD. If
fusion really equals synthesis, then
they have created one of the best
fusion trios of the last decades and
must be considered in the general
spectrum of creative music.

Sérgio Carolino
tuba
Mário Delgado
guitar
Alexandre Frazão
drums

Contact
Milton Sampaio (Manager)
palco.improvisado@gmail.com

OPENING GALA
CONCERT
Thursday 13 September 2018
CCB Main Auditorium
22.00

Orquestra Jazz de Matosinhos

featuring:
Maria João - vocals
João Paulo Esteves da Silva - piano
João Mortágua - saxophone
and João Barradas - accordion
Pedro Guedes - Musical Direction
Saxophones
José Luis Rego
João Guimarães
Mario Santos
José Pedro Coelho
Rui Teixeira
Trumpets
Luis Macedo
Ricardo Formoso
Rogério Ribeiro
Javi Pereiro
Trombones
Daniel Dias
Alvaro Pinto
Paulo Perfeito
Gonçalo Dias
Rhythm Section
Carlos Azevedo - piano
André Fernandes – guitar
Demian Cabaud – double bass
Marcos Cavaleiro – drums

Orquestra Jazz de Matosinhos (OJM)
was formed in 1999 with the support
of the Municipality of Matosinhos.
It’s an active promoter of new music,
including its creation and spread,
while also supporting jazz
investigation and education.
It manages to merge an international
ambition with the awareness of its
local responsibility.
The uniqueness of OJM is revealed in
the versatility that allows it to play the
role of a national jazz orchestra while
performing repertoires of all aesthetic
variants and ages of jazz.
Conducted by Pedro Guedes and
Carlos Azevedo, it has worked with
Maria Schneider, Carla Bley,
Lee Konitz, John Hollenbeck,
Jim McNeely and Kurt Rosenwinkel.
Since 2018, OJM is based at
the CARA – High Performance Centre
for the Arts, in Matosinhos.
Launched by the orchestra, this
project promotes dialogues between
art, science and technology,
nurturing the investigation and
development of ideas for the
conception, fruition and spread of
creative contents.

CENTRO CULTURAL DE BELÉM MAIN AUDITORIUM

FRINGE PROGRAMME
Friday, 14 September, 21.30

ESPEN ERIKSEN TRIO
WITH ANDY SHEPPARD
(NO/UK)

Andy Sheppard - tenor saxophone
Espen Eriksen - piano and composition
Lars Tormod Jenset - double bass
Andreas Bye - drums
Masters of melody from Norway team up with British jazz
star Andy Sheppard for a brand new collaboration. In May
2018 Espen Eriksen Trio and Andy Sheppard, who is living in
Portugal since 2017, released their first record “Perfectly
Unhappy” on the Norwegian label Rune Grammofon,
featuring eight new songs by Eriksen specially written for
the project.

CENTRO CULTURAL DE BELÉM
MAIN AUDITORIUM
Address: Praça do Império, 1449-003 Lisboa
Tickets: 15€, available at the venue and on
www.ticketline.com

Saturday, 15 September, 21.30

BUGGE WESSELTOFT´S
NEW CONCEPTION OF JAZZ

(NO)

Bugge Wesseltoft - keyboard, sounds
Harald Lassen - saxophone
Oddrun Lilja Jonsdottir - guitar
Sanskriti Shrestha - tablas
Siv Øyunn Kjenstad - drums and vocals
Bugge Wesseltoft´s New Conception of Jazz became the
definition and leading figure of Electronic Jazz back in 1996
when it created a new and fresh boost for European jazz
music together with artists like Erik Truffaz and Nils Petter
Molvaer. The original band took a break after 10 years of
worldwide touring, 400 concerts and 5 Albums. Now it’s
time for a fresh start with all new young musicians.

CENTRO CULTURAL DE BELÉM
MAIN AUDITORIUM
Address: Praça do Império, 1449-003 Lisboa
Tickets: 15€, available at the venue and on
www.ticketline.com

CENTRO CULTURAL DE BELÉM MAIN AUDITORIUM

FRINGE PROGRAMME

LIVRARIA LER DEVAGAR -

LX FACTORY

FRINGE PROGRAMME
Friday, 14 September, 23.30

EDUARDO CARDINHO TRIO
(PT)

Eduardo Cardinho - vibraphone
Francisco Brito - double bass
Diogo Alexandre - drums
Vibraphonist Eduardo Cardinho is the leader of this trio that
has distinguished itself in the Portuguese jazz scene,
gathering a strong rhythmic section formed by the
young and talented drummer Diogo Alexandre and the
double bass expert Francisco Brito .

LIVRARIA LER DEVAGAR
(LX FACTORY - near Vila Galé Ópera Hotel)
Address: Rua Rodrigues Faria 103
G 0.3, 1300-501 Lisbon
Tickets: Free entrance for EJC participants (with badges)

LUME

Lisbon Underground Music Ensemble
(PT)

Marco Barroso - composition, direction, piano
Manuel Luís Cochofel - flute
Paulo Gaspar - soprano clarinet
João Pedro Silva - soprano saxophone
Ricardo Toscano - alto saxophone
José Menezes - tenor saxophone
Elmano Coelho - baritone saxophone
Rui Chainho, Gonçalo Marques, Pedro Monteiro - trumpets
Ruben Santos, Eduardo Lála, Pedro Canhoto - trombones
Miguel Amado - electric bass
Vicky Marques - drums
Lisbon Underground Music Ensemble (L.U.M.E.) is a fifteen
piece group created and led by the composer Marco
Barroso. With some of the most experienced Portuguese
musicians L.U.M.E.’s music combines written composition
with improvisation, and reaches from funk to textural music,
from boogie woogie to impressionist environments...
with a Zappian twist!

LIVRARIA LER DEVAGAR
(LX FACTORY - near Vila Galé Ópera Hotel)
Address: Rua Rodrigues Faria 103
G 0.3, 1300-501 Lisbon
Tickets: Free entrance for EJC participants (with badges)

LIVRARIA LER DEVAGAR -

Saturday, 15 September, 00.30

LX FACTORY

FRINGE PROGRAMME

LIVRARIA LER DEVAGAR -

LX FACTORY

FRINGE PROGRAMME
Saturday, 15 September, 23.30

RODRIGO AMADO TRIO
(PT)

Rodrigo Amado - tenor saxophone
Hernâni Faustino - double bass
João Lencastre - drums
Portuguese saxophonist Rodrigo Amado (alto, C melody,
baritone, and tenor) specialises in free-form and
composition-in-the-moment jazz. His various projects and
trios have given him an international following in which
the artists shows diverse musical interests, he explored
how improvisation is handled in other genres
(allmusic.com).

LIVRARIA LER DEVAGAR
(LX FACTORY - near Vila Galé Ópera Hotel)
Address: Rua Rodrigues Faria 103
G 0.3, 1300-501 Lisbon
Tickets: Free entrance for EJC participants (with badges)

ANDRÉ FERNANDES’
CENTAURI
(PT)

André Fernandes - guitar
João Mortágua - alto, soprano saxophone
José Pedro Coelho - soprano, tenor saxophone
Francisco Brito - bass
João Pereira - drums
After the internationally acclaimed release Dream Keeper,
Portuguese guitarist and composer André Fernandes
returns with his new project Centauri, which features two
of the most talented upcoming Portuguese saxophonists,
José Pedro Coelho and João Mortágua, and with Francisco
Brito and João Pereira one of the most exciting young
rhythms sections in Portugal.

LIVRARIA LER DEVAGAR
(LX FACTORY - near Vila Galé Ópera Hotel)
Address: Rua Rodrigues Faria 103
G 0.3, 1300-501 Lisbon
Tickets: Free entrance for EJC participants (with badges)

LIVRARIA LER DEVAGAR -

Sunday, 16 September, 00.30

LX FACTORY

FRINGE PROGRAMME

HOT CLUBE DE PORTUGAL

FRINGE PROGRAMME
Thursday, 13 September

22.30 (First Set) - 00.00 (Second Set)

JOANA MACHADO "LIFESTORIES"

(PT)

Joana Machado – vocals
Bruno Santos - guitar
Oscar Marcelino da Graça - piano and keyboards
Romeu Tristão – double bass, bass
Joel Silva - drums

Friday, 14 September

22.30 (First Set) - 00.00 (Second Set)

PEDRO SEGUNDO / ROSS STANLEY
(PT/UK)

Pedro Segundo - drums and percussion
Ross Stanley - Hammond keyboard

Saturday, 15 September

22.30 (First Set) - 00.00 (Second Set)

ANDRÉ CARVALHO GROUP
(PT)

Gonçalo Marques – trumpet
André Santos – guitar
André Carvalho – double bass
Luís Candeias - drums

HOT CLUBE DE PORTUGAL

Address: Praça Alegria 48, 1250-004 Lisbon

OUTJAZZ

Tickets: 10€, available at the venue on the day of the show
(no reservations)

Sunday, 16 September, 17.00

MAZARIN/ JOHN PLAYER
SPECIAL
(PT)

FESTIVAL OUTJAZZ

Address: Jardim do Campo Grande, 1700-162 Lisbon
Tickets: Free Entrance (Open Air)

Wednesday, 12 September 21.30

MÁRIO COSTA
OXY PATINA
(PT/FR)

Benoît Delbecq - piano, prepared piano,
analog synthesizer and electronics
Bruno Chevillon - double bass
Mário Costa - drums
Mário Costa played the drum kit in Emile Parisian´s
super-group with Joachim Kuhn and Michel Portal. «Now
he belongs to the top modern drummers in jazz», Kuhn
states about the wide projection resulting from the
excellent work he’s developing with such great company.
“Oxy Patina” is another step in that path, presenting
himself also as a composer, and again with top French
players, Marc Ducret and Benoît Delbecq. Both are
meticulous researchers of the capacities of their respective
instruments and both have strong personal languages –
Mário Costa couldn’t be more ambitious in the choice of
partners, but he brilliantly achieves all his intentions. The
album „Oxo Patina“ was released in 2018 (Clean Feed).

TEATRO CAPITÓLIO
Address: Parque Mayer, 1250-096 Lisbon
Tickets: 15€, available on www.blueticket.pt

TEATRO CAPITÓLIO

FRINGE PROGRAMME

ABOUT
The Centro Cultural de Belém (CCB), created by the architects Vittorio Gregotti
and Manuel Salgado, was designed to function as an “open city”, consisting of
buildings, streets, plazas and bridges. Establishing a dialogue with the River
Tagus and the monumental Praça do Império, and flanked by the Mosteiro dos
Jerónimos and an area of extensive gardens, the centre is a celebration of culture,
opening its intensive programme of activities to all kinds of cultural events. This
cultural centre is regarded as a national and international landmark, having
become a micro-city of contemporary monumentality. But it is also seen as the
ideal venue, in Lisbon, for holding congresses, conferences and all types of
institutional and corporate events. In fact, one of the three blocks from which it is
formed, the Conference Centre, which forms the façade on the side of the Praça
do Império, overlooking the Mosteiro dos Jerénimos and the River Tagus, was
designed specifically for this purpose.

ABOUT

www.ccb.pt

The Association Sons da Lusofonia (ASL), based in Lisbon, is one of the two
Portuguese members of Europe Jazz Network. Founded in 1996 by its director
Carlos Martins, ASL has been organizing the Portuguese Jazz Fest/ Festa do Jazz
in Lisbon since 2003. The festival has turned into a core event of the Portuguese
jazz scene and aims at promoting both established and emerging artists on a
national and international level and actively strengthening the network of
musicians, teachers, promoters, critics and other important actors involved in
improvised music. ASL is actively working on the internationalisation of the
Portuguese jazz scene by creating European partnerships and networks and by
engaging in initiatives like the Europe Jazz Network, Anna Lindh Foundation and
network events like jazzahead! Besides its jazz-related activities, ASL works on
cultural projects that are dedicated to social and educational community work,
based on music and other performing arts.
www.sonsdalusofonia.com

ABOUT
Europe Jazz Network (EJN) is a Europe-wide association of producers, presenters
and supporting organisations who specialise in creative music, contemporary jazz
and improvised music created from a distinctly European perspective. Its
membership currently comprises 135 organisations (festivals, clubs and venues,
independent promoters and national/regional support organisations) from 35
countries.
EJN exists to support the identity and diversity of jazz in Europe and to broaden
awareness of this vital area of music as a cultural and educational force. It aims to
increase exchange of knowledge and experience between professionals of the
jazz sector and to initiate and encourage the development of international
exchanges, special projects and collaborations between producers and artists
both within and outside of Europe.
EJN believes that creative music contributes to social and emotional growth and
economic prosperity, and is a positive force for harmony and understanding
between people from the diversity of cultures inherent in the European family. It
is an invaluable channel for the process of inter-cultural dialogue, communication
and collaboration.
www.europejazz.net
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PRACTICAL INFORMATION

VENUE & REGISTRATION DESK
The European Jazz Conference 2018 is taking place the Centro Cultural de Belém
(CCB) in Praça do Império, Lisbon, Portugal, including showcases and
lunches/dinners. Other venues are used for the Fringe programme (see details
in the brochure). The registration desk at CCB will be opened from Thursday 13
September at 13.00 at the foyer S1 at the main entrance of CCB. The official
language of the Conference is English. Wifi is available for all participants and
login data will be provided at the registration desk.
TRANSPORTATION FROM/TO AIRPORT
Private shuttle
For transportation from the Lisbon airport to your hotels or CCB we recommend
you to hire a private shuttle beforehand in order not to wait at airport. Costs: Car
(1-3 people): 25€ / Van (4-8 people): 35€ . Payment in cash at the end of the
transfer. At Lisbon Airport the driver will wait in front of the arrival door with a
sign with the name of the customer. The ride to CCB and to the main hotels takes
approx. 20 minutes, depending on traffic.
Contacts:
Lisbon Transfers
Contact: Francisco Baguinho
Email: info@lisbontransfers.pt
Whats App: +351918672706
Mobile: +351918672706
Booking reference: European Jazz Conference
Taxi
Lisbon Airport is located relatively close to the centre and taxi fares in Lisbon
are cheaper than in most European cities. Expect to pay around 15 - 20€ for a taxi
ride to the city center from the airport, depending on traffic. At Lisbon Airport
you find a designated area to queue for taxis just outside the arrival terminal.
Normally there is no need to call a taxi as the taxi stand is always busy, but be
prepared to wait in line.
Subway/metro
Red Line (Direction São Sebastião):
https://www.metrolisboa.pt/viajar/mapas-e-diagramas/ Fee for the rechargeable
card (Viva Viagem): 0,50€ / Single trip: 1,45€ / Day ticket: 6€
To HOTEL FLORIDA (Station Marques de Pombal) – Red Line to São Sebastião,
then change to the Blue line (direction Santa Apologia) and get off
at Marques de Pombal.
To HOTEL BORGES CHIADO (Station Baixa-Chiado) – Red Line Alameda, then
change to the Green line (direction Cais do Sodré) and get off at Baixa-Chiado.
TRANSPORTATION FROM HOTELS TO VENUE AND FRINGE PROGRAMME
We will provide free shuttle services for the participants from the main hotels of
the Conference (Vila Galé Opera, Borges Chiado, Florida and Turim Marques) to
CCB, and back. A detailed timetable of departure times will be available for you at
the reception of these hotels and at CCB registration desk.
In addition, taxis, uber and public transport can be easily used for moving
between hotels, CCB and Fringe programme venues. More info on the public
transports will be available at the hotels and CCB registration desk.
Taxi contacts in Lisbon: COOP Taxis: +351 217 932 756 | Taxi Apps: MyTaxi
Uber is very common in Lisbon and normally there are a lot of cars available
at all times. Other apps like Cabify are also common.

Associação Sons da Lusofonia
Carlos Martins, Project leader
Constanze Juergens, Project manager
Inês Lobo, Production assistant
Alaíde Costa, Administration
João Brilhante, Press
Europe Jazz Network
Giambattista Tofoni, Network Manager
Francesca Cerretani, Network Coordinator/Administrator
Stefano Zucchiatti, Communication Manager
CCB
Board of Directors
President Elísio Summavielle, Board Members Isabel Cordeiro / Luísa Taveira,
Advisor to the President João Caré, Secretary Luísa Inês Fernandes / Ricardo
Cerqueira
Department for Performing Arts
Programming André Cunha Leal / Fernando Luís Sampaio, Operations Area /
Coordinator Paula Fonseca, Producers Inês Correia / Patrícia Silva / Hugo
Cortez / João Lemos / Vera Rosa, Stage Managers Pedro Rodrigues / Patrícia
Costa / José Valério / Tânia Afonso / Catarina Silva / Francisca Rodrigues / Sofia
Santos, Secretary Sofia Matos, Technical Area Coordinator Mário Caetano,
Chief Stage Technician Rui Marcelino, Head of Stage Technicians Pedro
Campos, Principal Technicians Luís Santos / Raul Seguro, Executive
Technicians F. Cândido Santos / César Nunes / José Carlos Alves / Hugo
Campos / Mário Silva / Ricardo Melo / Rui Croca / Hugo Cochat / Daniel Rosa,
Chief Audiovisual Technician Nuno Grácio, Head of Audiovisual Team Nuno
Bizarro, Audiovisual Technicians Eduardo Nascimento / Paulo Cacheiro / Nuno
Ramos / Miguel Nunes / João Moreira / André Cavalheiro, Chief of
Maintenance Paulo Santana, Maintenance Technicians Luís Teixeira / Vítor
Horta, Secretary Yolanda Seara

CREDITS

Programme Committee 2018
Ros Rigby (Sage Gateshead, UK), Enrico Bettinello (NovaraJazz, Italy), Kenneth
Killeen (Improvised Music Company, Ireland), Carlos Martins (Associação Sons
da Lusofonia, Portugal), Jan Ole Otnæs (Nasjonal Jazzscene-Victoria, Norway),
Piotr Turkiewicz (National Forum of Music/Jazztopad Festival, Poland).

13-16 September 2018
Centro Cultural de Belém

Lisbon

Portugal

#europejazz18
www.europejazz.net

